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Still trying to figure out how to "virtually" speak at meeting, but
here's my written comments:
Re Marijuana Industrial Production Facilities in Whatcom County:
1) Industrial Production Facilities should not be allowed.
2) Small, family-owned growers should be allowed, just as they are on
small family farms.
3) Large Facilities, such as the one in Kendall/Maple Falls area, are
disruptive to the community and to the environment. An environment
which brings tourist dollars to our area.
3a) The current facility is:
Using more water than allowed.
Putting fertilizers into a salmon creek.
Placed too close to a salmon creek.
Leaving lights on at night, which disrupts wildlife, which included
endangered species.
4) Given the above, Whatcom County *does not have the money or
facilities to regulate Industrial Grow-Operations*. If you can't
regulate them, you should not have them.
4a) Increasing funds to regulate these facilities is tossing away money
better spent in eastern Whatcom County.
5) Do not allow any more industrial marijuana grow-operations.
6) *Ensure* that the current operations are complying with all
regulations and agreements or *pull their permits and shut them down*.
Yours,
Karen E. Bean
Maple Falls, WA
-Karen E. Bean, Beekeeper
Brookfield Farm Bees And Honey, llc
PacificNorthwestHoney.com
Bean@PacificNorthwestHoney.com
Maple Falls, Washington
360-599-1469
Facebook: Brookfield Farm Bees & Honey
Twitter: Brookfield Bees
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Please find attached as a PDF my comments to be considered by all of those involved in the
upcoming zoning/planning meeting regarding cannabis growing operations in Whatcom County —
intends for distribution both to the Whatcom County Council and Planning and Development
Services. Thank your for extending the moratorium so these zoning issues could be re-evaluated.
—David Haggith

10/12/21
re: Cannabis Zoning Arguments

Dear County Council and PDS
Let me start by saying I voted to make Cannabis legal in Washington state, but I would never
have done so, had I known how poorly both the state and county would do at enforcing
operation and construction requirements. I feel the citizens who do not directly benefit from
growing cannabis have been thrown to the wolves. However, I am encouraged that a
moratorium was put in place in hopes of doing better.
I feel PDS/Whatcom County has particularly done a horrible job of policing cannabis
development and keeping it within existing zoning and construction laws. It has felt to me like
the county is operating entirely for the benefit of cannabis growers; but, at least, the county
created a moratorium so we can discuss the situation and hopefully rectify the serious
problems with enforcement that have existed so far, which I am not going to point out:
Whatcom County couldn’t have done a worse job of operating totally outside of state law by
intentionally construing cannabis as agricultural when the RCW says it CANNOT be “construed
as agricultural.” It has also, until strongly pressed to take action by local residents doing all the
policing, failed to police obvious choices by some growers to operate outside of county building
codes and zoning limitations on number and size of buildings. Buildings have been allowed in
rural areas that would never have been allowed if cannabis were not being construed as
“agricultural” by the county because cannabis does not have those special allowances for
greenhouses and numerous huge barns on one parcel that agriculture has.
In fact, by offering lame excuses in months past as to why the county cannot police these
building permits and tear down illegal structures (lack of staffing, lack of ability to go on the
property to inspect), it LOOKS like the county is trying to avoid enforcing its own laws and codes
– like a good-ol’-boy system working for the benefit of the moneyed few. After all, the county
told me and many others at a PDS meeting last winter that they could not go on a particular
property to inspect whether construction under a conditional use permit was being carried out
within the limitations of the permitted USE and building code. That is so untrue it is laughable.
The county goes on private property to inspect building permits all the time!
It is also laughable (or screamable) because many of the failures to abide by the limits of zoning
codes and by the applicant’s own submitted promises could easily be seen from the road! So,
that kind of false statement makes me feel we are operating with a good ol’ boy system that
was looking out for the good of moneyed interests. For example, one facility I am aware of has
failed to do almost everything it promised, such as complete screening with evergreens; it
failed to get permits for most of its structures, and is continued to numerous greenhouses
without permits. All of that can be readily seen from the road!

Until a great deal of pressure was applied by neighbors, the county did not require the illegal
structures to come down nor appear to be doing anything to prevent additional structures that
were in the process of being built, even as concerned citizens informed the county. Why was
the sheriff not sent out to stop further construction of unpermitted structurse? “Show us your
building permit for these operations or desist.” If a court injunction was needed, why wasn’t it
obtained immediately. It should neither be hard nor expensive to get a court order that says
someone must desist from unpermitted structures. That seems to me to relatively simply
matter – if you don’t have a permit, you cannot build.
That same operation grew tens of thousands of plants beyond what was allowed, and the
county did not withdraw/revoke their conditional use permit even when provided with aerial
photos that clearly PROVED the operating was far beyond the scope of what his conditional use
permit allowed. Doesn’t a conditional USE permit require you stay within the permitted USE,
and shouldn’t the PERMITTED use stay within state restrictions on the size of the operation.
While the state has the right and responsibility of enforcing its own laws, the county also has a
responsibility to make sure someone given a CONDITIONAL permit or ADMINISTRATIVE permit
to use the land to grow cannabis does not, instead, use that permit to create an open coal pit
mine! So, clearly such permits CAN and SHOULD state what the permitted USE is and that it
must stay in accord with the state and county law, or the COUNTY WILL REVOKE THE PERMIT.
To me, that is a no brainer. If you give someone conditional permission for a use, they need to
stay within that use or be shut down. If the county TRULY lacks staffing to enforce things, the
right place to start is with shutting down illegal operators so you don’t have to keep using staff
time to keep policing someone who flagrantly breaks so many laws.
The situation reeked of the county covering for a wealthy corporate grower.
The planning commission also did a truly deplorable job of notifying neighboring citizens of new
cannabis operations. I know I was very inadequately informed about what was going to be built
next to me when the county mailed me its notices. Nothing indicated greenhouses or barns
would be built (illegal for something legally defined by the state as non-agricultural unless the
county expressly chooses to define it as Ag. NOTHING mentioned cannabis growing (and this
was notification for a conditional USE permit, not a just a building permit, so one would think
mention of USE in the notice might matter). Not even specific mention that the “structure” was
a fence. Nothing!
I had to figure out that the only thing described in the permit application notice was a fence
based on the square footage being far short of matching the overall dimensions. Thus, I
extrapolated the structure was just a one-foot wide structure, the length of the perimeter
because it was said the structure would be eight feet high – hardly tall enough to be a building,
but exactly the right height to be an industrial chain-link fence with one-foot concrete-filled
holes. You seriously consider leaving me to extrapolate all of that that properly informing the
public about a conditional use permit??? Good grief!

That kind of obscurity really makes it seem like the county is doing all it can to mask these
developments for the sake of (in this particular case) wealthy corporate growers and
processors. I find that to be either absurdly deficient of any meaningful information in the
notice or deliberately obscuring, and I lean to the latter, and I think the county counsil needs to
investigate why such grossly inadequate information was provided. Was PDS covering, or was it
just that inept at notifying the public. I find the latter hard to believe. They’ve been doing this
for two long to think such gross obscurity is sufficient notice of ANYTHING.
Because the county has exhibited a fairly intense lack of will to enforce cannabis operations to
stay within the limits of building codes, much less within a clearly defined and limited
conditional USE, I believe we need much tougher and clearer zoning laws in order to give
official less latitude, and here are the fairly basic things I think the county needs to require for
the sake of the hundred-thousand-plus residents who do not profit from cannabis growing but
must be for decades to come annoyed by the intense odors and by the intense light pollution
currently experienced (and unnecessarily experienced). I’m not suggesting anything that is a
heavy burden on cannabis growing.
All outdoor grows (of any size) should be banned for the simple reason that it is completely
IMPOSSIBLE to control odors from outdoor grows as required by the Washington State Liquor
Control Board (WSLCB) , and likely impossible to control offensive light emissions. Unless the
county tragically decides to expressly define cannabis as agricultural it is NOT protected by
any of the special protections against odor complaints afforded to agricultural operations nor
by any of the special building allowances afforded to Ag.
Most cannabis growers prefer growing in greenhouses anyway, so constraining all production
operations to indoors will have minimal impact on the majority of growers. Restricting all
growing to indoors should make it easy to control odors IF the county requires filtered
ventilation and imposes penalties if the ventilation is not used or working properly or
greenhouses are left open when doors are not in immediate use. Most commercial
greenhouses are only vented via exhaust fans anyway, so that is not an added expense for
most operations, and adding charcoal or other kinds of odor filtration is not that big of an
expense either, especially for such a high-margin business. Real odor control is a minor expense
for the great relief of everyone who lives in a one-mile radius who doesn’t want to live next to a
skunk farm their entire life! As I said at the beginning, I would never have voted to legalize
cannabis in Washington state if I knew it would make our county smell like skunk farm all over
the place, and that is the way it is getting to be and will only become more so unless strongly
curbed.
There is absolutely no reason to define cannabis growing as agriculture, given that WA state
expressly defines it as not Ag. (RCW 15.60.021) as do many other counties. To “construe” it in
any way (the word used by the RCW) as Ag is illegal. You must define it as Ag. In order to treat it
as having any Ag. benefits, such as being immune to odor regulations. However, to define it as
Ag., contrary to the state, is to do a huge disservice to all Whatcom County residents who do
not benefit financially from the operations, for the sake of a handful of cannabis growers. That

is a very tiny group who benefit greatly at the great loss of many others whose property values
certainly decline if their property stinks due to this neighboring non-agricultural activity and
whose ability to enjoy their own property is forever diminished.
Cannabis is rarely grown in the ground, but usually in pots, so it is a waste of Ag land anyway. It
requires ugly industrial fencing all around, so operations look industrial and detract from the
rural beauty of Whatcom County if anymore even cares about useless things like beauty
anymore, and it usually requires greenhouses for optimal growth during winter months
anyway. So, it’s not a burden to require all marijuana growers to do what most do by choice
anyway. I hope the county will go further than that and limit it buy zoning to commercial or
industrial areas where odors and light are already prevalent.
Screening greenhouses with opaque reflective screening at night will not cost cannabis
growers anything because those who don’t use reflective screening are spending half their
large energy bills just to illuminate outer space. For the sake of green, energy-efficient growing
practices as well as eliminating light pollution, the county should require they reflect 100% their
greenhouse light back down to the plants, thereby reducing their lamping by half and cutting
their lighting bills in half while not needlessly annoying others. It is not a large burden when it
largely if not entirely pays for itself. The screens can easily roll down simple garage-door rails
from the center like a movie screen. They can even be controlled by a single photo cell that
activates contactors for screen motors and lights, or growers can simply install racks above the
plants as is often done for greenhouse shading over which reflective material can be pulled by
hand. As it is commonly done for shading in greenhouses, it is hardly an undue burden for the
sake of not annoying a hundred-thousand other people. The reflective screens, if done right,
will also help insulate the plants at night, so they can save energy for heating during cooler
times of the year. Why needlessly annoy so many people when energy savings make it smart
for cannabis growers anyway
As far as I am concerned, the county appears to be in the back pocket of big-money corporate
growers, and that needs to be investigated.
) Limit all cannabis grows to indoors and to commercial or industrial areas and 2) regulate odor
and 3) light emissions, and you will eliminate decades of increasing complaints to the county at
a modest cost to growers. Even the latest large outdoor grower has suddenly wanted to and
tried to build tens of thousands of square feet of unpermitted greenhouses; so, greenhouses
must clearly be desirable to cannabis growers anyway, or why skirt the law just to install some?
Just add stringent enforceable odor and light control.
--David Haggith
1700 D St.
Lynden WA 98264
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Dear Whatcom County Planning Commission,
Please find attached our comments regarding the proposed code amendments. Please include in
the public record.
Thank you!
Darcie Nielsen
Land Manager/Government Liaison
Nielsen Brothers, Inc.
100 Pine Street
Bellingham, WA 98227
360-671-9078
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Tammy, please forward to the Planning Commission.
Thanks,
Cliff Strong
Senior Planner
Whatcom County Planning and Development Services
cstrong@co.whatcom.wa.us
Direct: 360.778.5942
Office: 360.778.5900
-----Original Message----From: Jessica Straight [mailto:jkstraight@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2021 3:27 PM
To: Cliff Strong
Subject: Cannabis Zoning Proposal
Greetings Cliff,
Attached is a letter outlining my concerns over the proposed changes to how Whatcom County interacts with
cannabis businesses.
Thank you,
Jesse

October 14, 2021
To the Whatcom County Planning Office,
This letter is concerning the moratorium on new cannabis licenses and the impending
shift in zoning laws for Whatcom County. My name is Jessica Straight and together
with my brother Kenneth Ingebrigtson, we own and operate Eagle Trees, a family
cannabis farm located on the Mt Baker Highway—neighboring the property that started
this whole debate.
Eagle Trees earned its cannabis producer/processor license in May of 2016, since that
day we have operated our business with high standards for how we treat our neighbors,
our environment and our employees. At Eagle Trees we use Regenerative Farming
techniques such as creating our own potting soil and compost from organic waste
streams in our community and from our own land. We keep bees and cows. We
operate as closed loop as possible. We utilize the power of the sun to grow our
cannabis and do not use grow lights, pesticides or any store-bought chemicals or
fertilizer. We are proud of the fact that we are enhancing the health and fertility of the
land while we operate our sun grown cannabis business. Regenerative Farming is the
number one thing humans can do to combat climate change.
We have read the proposals that were released concerning cannabis businesses in
Whatcom County. I have outlined my concerns below.

1. We are a tier 2 farm. We have 1 rolling harvest, from August (from our light dep
greenhouses) through October (for our full season plants). Due to this constraint,
we would really like to expand our growing footprint at some time soon. Since
we don’t have enough money to buy a tier 3 license, we hope that there will be
changes to the law in order for sun grown farms to lawfully operate with a larger
canopy size. There is a bill in the legislature called the Craft Cannabis Bill that, if
passed, would make this a reality. My hope is that Whatcom County Planning
will take this into consideration when making new rules.
2. If the Craft Cannabis Bill (or something similar) does pass, there will be a direct
sales component. We would very much like the ability to sell our farm grown
products at our farm. This is as closed loop as it gets and something that is
integral to our mission of sustainability. Since the beginning of the legalized
cannabis market, Washington State takes ~47% of every dollar spent at the pot
shops. The Pot Shop and farmer splits the remainder. This doesn’t leave much
money for the farmer. We would like the ability to sell a portion of our harvest
directly to the consumer in order to receive a fair price for the cannabis we work
SO HARD to create. It is well documented that the only way a small farm works
is to sell direct to consumers. We don’t have the quantities necessary to make
100% wholesale a viable option. I don’t care what a small farm grows, a direct to
consumer approach is the only way to create real family wage jobs from small
farms.

3. The last main point that I’d like to bring to light is the topic of lights in the
greenhouses and the visibility of industrial style cannabis grows. We are the
neighboring farm to Ceres, aka The Saturn Group. I think you all know what has
happened over there so I will not rehash it. My main concern is light pollution
and overspray from chemicals they use. We want to see our night sky. We do
not want to look at bright greenhouses next door, it’s very hard to see anything
else. The industrial nature of some of these large-scale grow operations could
take away from the rural atmosphere. I worry that the combination of light
pollution and industrial style cannabis grows in rural areas will unnecessarily
tarnish the reputation of the cannabis industry.

Thanks for your time and consideration,
Jessica Straight
Eagle Trees Farm

